Profile
aa shooting ground

Tailored for tuition
AA Shooting School is the place to be to improve your skills, establish the fundamentals
or re-evaluate your shooting technique
AA Shooting School
Location:
Ram’s Hill, Manston, Sturminster Newton
DT10 1HD

Opening times:
By arrangement – just give them a call

About the ground:
AA Shooting School is a new business set up by
instructor Norman Fuller, with the aim of helping
shooters to improve their technique and skills.
As such, the ground and all the traps are tailored
with tuition, not competitions, firmly in mind.
Norman has developed his own style of
instruction, which initially moves away from
confusing lead pictures and focuses on
the fundamentals of hand-eye
coordination and gun mount,
commenting that: “The key to
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good shooting is consistent gun
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mount and eyes fixed firmly on
Email:
the target, letting hand and eye
normanfullershootinginstructor@
successfully complete the shot. I
gmail.com
have found that once clients
Website: www.
aashootingschool.com
realise how much more efficient this
method is, their confidence and
therefore hit rate improve dramatically.”

CONTACT

How does the ground differ from
other shooting grounds?
Shooters get Norman’s full attention and use of
the entire shooting ground. This means no
waiting around in queues to get to the
appropriate trap and so makes lessons better
value for money. Most of the traps are mobile,
which means no wandering around trying to
locate a trap that suits the shooter’s ability and
training requirements. The targets are set
purely for instruction and can be quickly
adjusted to suit the client’s needs, allowing
their skills and confidence to develop at a pace
that’s right for them. Tower targets can be shot
from a range of positions, providing targets of
varying heights, angles, speeds and difficulties,
again helping the shooter to be presented with
new challenges as they improve their skills.

Extras:
The tower can also be used for driven clays for
game shooting practice/instruction. Norman
hosts corporate and activity days, employing
the help of two additional qualified instructors.

Do you hold competitions?
No, the shooting school is dedicated to tuition.

Future plans/events:
Norman has a few plans in the pipeline. He is
currently working on getting schools in the area
involved in shooting, and is looking to offer a

structured course of lessons, rather than just
‘letting the kids shoot’.
He would also like to encourage more
groups to come for half days of tuition to keep
lesson costs down, and to encourage more
ladies, youngsters, beginners and game
shooters to come and learn as a group. n
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